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 A WEE 
PROlOGUE

TO THE STORY TO COME
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The very first sunrise. The last shadows, dispelled 
by the burgeoning dawn, soon 
reveal their share of mysteries 
and charms of all sorts.

The overexcited rays of the sun, hurtle downhill full tilt from 
the heavens! Nature unfurls her diverse and sundry badabing 
badaboom.. .
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Behold the world and its primitive 
mechanisms.

Its primordial and instinctive 
rituals. Titillating...

Its everyday enchantments...

By turns elegant, ferocious... Fatal and fateful...
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Titillating...

And in the damp, devouring heat 
of early dawn, we look on, hyp�
notized by life's own dark de�
signs. 

At first, frozen in fear from the 
somber horizons that loom about 
us...

And then, spurred on by the en�
ergy of desperation, determined 

to get up and live.

Resolved to wriggle ineptly 
toward better days.

I have a bad fee�
ling everyday livin 

ain't gonna be 
easy down here...

Behold: an aimless, crackpot wandering.

Hell of a swamp gas explosion...

Ptooey!
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Wow!
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Well, buddy...

Ain't you glad you 
got out of that 
rotten apple?

How beautiful!

This gree-
nery is just 
inspiring!
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So, uh... You run into anyone?

Uh... not yet.

But it sure looks nice 
around here, doesn't it? 
Picturesque. Well, that's 

a start.

I feel like we're the first 
people on earth, as they say.

Like early sketches of how 
life'll turn out.

Whoa...
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We're deep in 
the first fit of 
creative fever.

How primeval!
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Heh 
heh 

heh!

Oh, man...

I think this might be 
game over for me... 

Bummer!

I...

Oh, whoa!

Whooo
aaa!

No way! 
Will ya lookit that?

My word! It's even prettier 
from up here!

Like the altitude's 
offering up a sublime, 
never-before-seen view!

How majestic!

And so poetic!

Am I nuts? 
I feel like  

thanking 
this bird!


